Abstract-Real time tracking is a key ingredient for online event selection at hadron colliders. The Silicon Vertex Tracker at the CDF experiment and the Fast Tracker at ATLAS are two successful examples of the importance of dedicated hardware to reconstruct full events at hadron colliders. We present the future evolution of this technology, for applications to the High Luminosity runs at the Large Hadron Collider where Data processing speed will be achieved with custom VLSI pattern recognition and linearized track fitting executed inside modern FPGAs, exploiting deep pipelining, extensive parallelism, and efficient use of available resources. In the current system, one large FPGA executes track fitting in full resolution inside low resolution candidate tracks found by a set of custom ASIC devices, called Associative Memories. The FTK dual structure, based on the cooperation of VLSI AM and programmable FPGAs, will remain, but we plan to increase the FPGA parallelism by associating one FPGA to each AM chip. Implementing the two devices in a single package would achieve further performance improvements, plus miniaturization and integration of the state of the art prototypes. We present the new architecture, the design of the FPGA logic performing all the complementary functions of the pattern matching inside the AM, the tests performed on hardware
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I. INTRODUCTION
T he Fast TracKer (FTK) processor [1] is an example of dedicated hardware being used to reconstruct full events at hadron colliders. The online event selection in hadron colliders is split into steps, called trigger levels. The first step is called Level-1 and it is hardware-based, while the second step is called High Level Trigger (HLT), and it is implemented on a PC farm. The FTK processing pipeline has been successfully applied in ATLAS [2] simulated event reconstruction at the HLT level, and parasitic installation is scheduled to evaluate its processing capabilities in real time. There is currently strong interest in developing an even faster FTK system, to be eventually included in Level-1 tracking applications for high occupancy environments [3] . To improve the timing performance, the Associative Memory chips (or AMChips, dedicated chips performing the pattern matching) and the FPGA devices that implement the rest of the algorithm, are to be integrated more tightly. Instead of having a ratio of one FPGA device per 16 AMChips [4] , the goal is to assemble one AMChip with one FPGA and a standard memory chip die in the same package. This will ensure not only minimum communications overhead between them, which will have a significant impact on the total latency, but also much more available processing power, allowing consequently higher selection efficiency and background rejection even with high detector occupancy.
In applications with stringent timing requirements, like in Level-1 trigger systems with latency of the order of 2−10 μs, a massive parallelism is crucial. In addition to that, every optimization on the performance of the FTK processor implementation can add significant advantages. Thus, the main building blocks that make up the FTK processor have been redesigned, with the goal of minimizing the total latency, while maximizing processing capacity.
II. IMPLEMENTATION
In FTK the tracking process is split in two steps. By matching hits against stored sets of pre-calculated hit combinations, called patterns, the AMChip first finds low resolution track candidates called "roads". Then, within each road, all real track candidates are examined using a localized linear fit and approved or rejected according to their computed χ 2 value. This step-based approach mitigates the combinatorics problem by a huge factor.
It might be useful to mention the components that perform those functions, before describing them in detail. Playing a core part in the process, the AM Chip (a custom ASIC) performs the low-resolution pattern matching. Subsequent steps are performed in an FPGA. A major component of the FPGA firmware is the Data Organizer. This logic block stores the full resolution hits according to their low-resolution representation. Then the Combiner units compute all trackforming combinations of hits scattered over different layers. At the end, the Track Fitter units exploit the hard DSP blocks existing inside modern FPGAs to perform very fast linear fits. It might be worth noting that everything except the pattern matching process is done using one Xilinx FPGA device [5] .
A. Data Organizer
The functions of the Data Organizer (DO) architecture include the following. Firstly, it stores full resolution hits . Secondly, the AM Chip output has to be decoded in SSIDs and Don't Care bits (the function of which is explained below). Finally, the full resolution hits must be retrieved based on this information.
It also has to satisfy a number of requirements. First of all, conforming to the AM Chip Don't Care capability [3] , a pattern can be matched to up to 8 SSIDs/layer. This function improves the overall pattern recognition efficiency of the pattern bank, effectively creating patterns of variable shape. Also, the number of hits that can be grouped within an SSID must not be limited, as is the case in previous implementations. Then, the performance of the Data Organizer and its surrounding modules has to be as deterministic as possible and finally, especially on the reading stage, it has to maintain a very high processing bandwidth.
The DO functionality for one detector layer is equivalent to a somewhat complicated linked-list: its simplified block diagram and role in the system can be seen at Fig. 1a . The full resolution hits are written in a memory as they arrive. Then the Hit List Pointer (HLP) memory, whose every location corresponds to an SSID, is updated with the address of the last hit to arrive for that specific SSID. At the same time, another memory is updated with the invalidated information the HLP held, so the address of the last hit stored can point to the previous hit of the same SSID (if there is one).
To account for the case of a missing layer and support the Don't Care function, while storing a hit matched to an SSID, the system takes into account whether any other hits have already been written during the same event. That is made possible with the use of a register file. To keep the register file small (2k instead of 64k), and at the same time to boost read performance, the HLP memory has been widened so that each location covers 32 SSIDs. This has a big impact on performance: it allows to read all the possible hit locations of 8 SSIDs in one clock cycle, releasing the HLP to fetch the next road locations. Moreover, the dual-port hit memory is duplicated, so there are four channels reading at the same time, providing the necessary memory bandwidth to support the fast parallelized HLP output.
The operating frequency of the Data Organizer is 400 MHz. When writing it can accept hits every 2 clock cycles, thus the maximum input rate is 200 MHits/layer/s, and when reading data the maximum output rate is 1600 MHits/layer/s.
B. Combiner module
Between the Data Organizer module and each Track Fitter unit, it is necessary for a Combiner module to compute all the possible combinations that form valid tracks. The Combiner function seems simple but the realization in hardware has a long critical path, which keeps the frequency low. To speed up this step, two combiner units are assigned to each Track Fitter, each working at exactly half the frequency (250 MHz). At each clock cycle, a Combiner unit produces exactly one combination. Between successive roads, there is no downtime, making it possible to process a road of one track in just one clock cycle.
The block diagram of the Combiner unit core can be seen in Fig. 1b . Each hit memory is split into sectors, each one filled with the hits from a specific road. The sector data are written asynchronously during the read operation in a cyclic way, similarly to a FIFO memory operating on its locations, with FIFO-like flags being generated to protect the hit data from being overwritten. Due to its simple structure, the architecture is easy to be adapted to an arbitrary number of layers. Since increasing the number of layers will bring the operating frequency down, one can exploit higher level parallelism by changing the number of Combiners/Track Fitter.
C. Track Fitter
The Track Fitter units extract the helix parameters from the local hit coordinates employing linear functions and using a χ 2 cut as a goodness of fit indicator. The resolution of the resulting fit approaches that of a full helical fit, as long as the fit coefficients are generated for a narrow sector of the detector [6] . Making extensive use of dedicated DSP units in modern FPGA devices, one can realize a very fast implementation. The block diagram of the Track Fitter architecture can be seen in Fig. 2a . The architecture tries to strike a balance between low latency and resource usage (both DSP and register), while maintaining a high operating frequency and exploiting the parallelism capabilities of FPGAs. Each Track Fitter unit operating at 500 MHz can perform a fit every 2 ns, after an initial latency of ∼90 ns. Four units can fit in a modern midgrade device (for a floorplan of an implementation see Fig.  2b ), making the maximum fitting performance of the FPGA 2 GFits/s. Such high performance can help in maintaining the trigger efficiency in a high occupancy environment.
III. RESULTS
A firmware has been designed, that makes efficient usage of the device resources to allow for a future-proof implementation, maintaining a significant performance overhead to allow for AMChip upgrades. Track fitting performance reaches 2GFits/s, and the rest of the architecture (namely the Data Organizer and Combiner modules) can sustain that performance. The total latency of the system (here defined as the time interval between the first pattern matching result coming from the AMChip and the first track candidate having been fully processed, as the first track that actually passes the χ 2 cut can't be predicted) is ∼300 ns. The design has already been implemented on a Xilinx 7-series Kintex FPGA device and is currently being integrated as a full system on a mezzanine PCB, to be seated on a PULSAR board. After the integration process, it is planned to test the actual performance on the board using simulated events on real-time, and do the necessary simulation studies to evaluate the impact the increased performance will have on the achievable efficiency of the tracking system.
